Form Instructions: FORM INV-5
Duplicate if needed and attach Form INV-5 Calculations to the form that it is documenting.

This form is a calculation worksheet to document how you calculated values on other individual FORMS throughout this MSEI. Include a description of any assumptions used in making the calculations.

KEEP A COPY OF YOUR COMPLETED MSEI INCLUDING CALCULATION SHEETS!
NOTE: If you are using SLEIS, there is not a separate tab for Form INV-5. SLEIS users should use the comment field on the emission tab within the emissions report or attach a document that includes their calculations using the “report attachments” button at the 2019 Emissions Report screen.

1) **Company/Facility Name:** Enter the company/facility name as it appears on Form INV-1.

2) **Form INV-5 - page ___ of ___:** Since some companies may need to use multiple Forms INV-5, this box identifies each page of the total number of Forms INV-5 that has been included.

3) **Release Point Identifier:** Enter the identifier of the release point (stack or vent) associated with the calculations you are documenting on this form.

4) **Emission Unit Identifier:** Enter the number of the emission unit associated with the calculations you are documenting on this form.

5) **SCC Number:** Enter the SCC number of the process associated with the calculation you are documenting on this form.

6) **Emission Calculations:** This space is provided for you to show your calculations. This documentation will allow DNR staff to follow how certain values were calculated. Please provide legible calculations. Attachments to Form INV-5 are acceptable.